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SUMMARY

In this paper, distributed leader–follower control algorithms are presented for linear multi-agent systems
based on output regulation theory and internal model principle. By treating a leader to be followed as an
exosystem, the proposed framework can be used to generalize existing multi-agent coordination solutions
to allow the identical agents to track an active leader with different dynamics and unmeasurable variables.
Moreover, the obtained results for multi-agent coordination control are an extension of previous work on
centralized and decentralized output regulation to a distributed control context. Necessary and sufficient
conditions for the distributed output regulation problem are given. Finally, distributed output regulation of
some classes of multi-agent systems with switching interconnection topologies are discussed via both static
and dynamic feedback. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The last decade has witnessed tremendous progress in multi-agent systems and control, largely
because of the importance and relevance of this subject in natural, social, and engineering sys-
tems. Fundamentally, novel analysis and synthesis methods have been developed for the consensus,
formation, and synchronization of multi-agent systems. Specifically, the problem of synchroniz-
ing linear systems with static interaction topologies has been investigated [1–3]. Potential functions
were employed to control the multi-agent behaviors in [4], whereas passivation was investigated as a
useful tool for multi-agent coordination [5]. Many efforts were also made for switching inter-agent
topologies, and the earlier research efforts focus more on first-order or second-order dynamical
models with switching topologies [6, 7]. Furthermore, state feedback controllers were proposed to
deal with the consensus of linear systems [1, 8], whereas dynamic controllers were introduced to
synchronize linear systems under time-varying communication topologies [9].

A typical challenge arising from multi-agent control is that agents lack knowledge of global infor-
mation, but instead they are capable of measuring relative values with respect to nearby agents. Two
standard formulations, leader-following and leaderless coordination, are proposed and studied for
multi-agent systems and control. Many results on the leader-following problem involve a simple
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leader model, which may be static and known to the agents [4, 10]. It is common that the lead-
ers such as the to-be-tracked targets or manipulating forces do not share the same dynamics of
the follower agents and, additionally, have some unmeasurable state variables. Some preliminary
results on the active leader model with unmeasurable dynamics different from the agent dynamics
or disturbances were given in [11, 12].

Aside from multi-agent control, the output regulation of single plants has been extensively stud-
ied for many years to address asymptotic tracking with disturbance rejection. The interested reader
should consult the excellent books [13–16] for significant results on linear and nonlinear output reg-
ulation. Internal model principle was proposed as a necessary tool for asymptotic output regulation
of linear systems [17–19].

The purpose of this paper is to address distributed output regulation (DOR) of multi-agent sys-
tems. The research is motivated by many practical problems including the target location estimation
in a sensor network (e.g., [20]), consensus with the capability of tracking desired trajectories
(e.g., [21]), and the synchronization of networked agents under the disturbance of an exosystem
(e.g., [22]). Nonetheless, it should be mentioned that output regulation theory (including internal
model principle) has been extended to large-scale systems and networked systems. For example,
the authors of [23] and references therein studied the decentralized output regulation of large-
scale systems, whereas the authors of [24] studied the formation control of multi-agent systems
using output regulation theory. In all these papers, the information of the target (considered as
an exosystem) is assumed accessible to each agent, and the network topology is assumed fixed.
Moreover, output regulation for heterogeneous agents to track a leader (or an exosystem) with a
special interaction topology was studied in [21]. Additionally, the conditions for the synchroniza-
tion between heterogeneous agents were discussed with the help of internal models [25]. In spite
of these advances, there are very few discussions on DOR for general linear multi-agent systems,
where the interconnection topology may be switching, and the exogenous signal may be unavailable
to some agents.

In this paper, we aim at investigating a DOR problem for linear multi-agent systems. We expect
that the framework of DOR as discussed in this paper is general enough for handling various coordi-
nation control problems of identical agents. For example, we intend to revisit the tracking problem
of active leaders or desired trajectories [11,12,26] from a DOR viewpoint. In fact, the active-leader-
following problem will be solved with internal-model-based DOR design scheme. Therefore, the
obtained results of this paper may be considered as an extension of conventional output regulation
theory to DOR of leader–follower multi-agent systems.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces mathematical preliminaries needed for
subsequent developments. Section 3 presents a DOR formulation of multi-agent systems. Then
in Section 4, a general DOR design procedure is proposed based on internal model principle. In
Section 5, the DOR design for multi-agent systems with time-varying topologies is presented for
both static and dynamic feedback control. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 6.

Throughout this paper, In is an n � n identity matrix; diag stands for a diagonal matrix;
block diag denotes a block-diagonal matrix with submatrices on the diagonal and zero elsewhere;
1D .1, : : : , 1/T .

2. PRELIMINARIES

We first introduce basic concepts and notations in graph theory ([27, 28]). A directed graph (or
digraph) is denoted as G D .O, E/, where O D ¹1, 2, � � � ,N º is the set of nodes and E is the set
of edges, each element of which is an ordered pair of distinct nodes in O. .i , j / 2 E denotes an
edge leaving from node i and entering into node j if node i can get information from node j .
In this case, node j is said to be a neighbor of node i . In an undirected graph, .i , j / 2 E once
.j , i/ 2 E . A path in digraph G is an alternating sequence i1e1i2e2 � � � ek�1ik of nodes im and edges
em D .im, imC1/ 2 E formD 1, 2, � � � , k�1. If there exists a path from node i to node j , then node
j is said to be reachable from node i . A node that is reachable from every other node of G is called
a globally reachable node of G (referring to [29]).
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50 Y. HONG, X. WANG AND Z.-P. JIANG

Here, we study a multi-agent system consisting ofN identical agents (asN nodes) and an exosys-
tem (regarded as node 0). At first, a digraph G0 is conveniently employed to describe the interconnec-
tion relationships between N agents. Ni , called the neighbor set of agent i , denotes the set of labels
of those agents, from which agent i .i D 1, : : : ,N/ can get information. The weighted adjacency
matrix of G0 is denoted as ‡ D .aij /N�N 2 RN�N , where ai i D 0 and aij > 0 (aij > 0 if there is
an edge from agent i to agent j ). Its degree matrix�D diag¹

PN
jD1 a1j , : : : ,

PN
jD1 aNj º 2R

N�N

is a diagonal matrix. Then, the Laplacian of the weighted graph is defined as LD��‡ . According
to the definition of Laplacian, it is obvious to obtain that Laplacian L of G0 has a zero eigenvalue
with an associated eigenvector 1D .1, : : : , 1/T 2RN (p. 405, [4]).

Next, we consider a graph NG associated with N agents and the exosystem. Obviously, NG contains
NC1 nodes and the directed edges from some agents to the exosystem, with the connection weights
ai0 > 0 if the leader is a neighbor of agent i (so that node i can get information from node 0) and
ai0 D 0 otherwise. N0 denotes the set of labels of those agents with node 0 as their neighbor. Denote
a diagonal matrix A0 D diag¹a10, : : : , aN0º 2RN�N .

Clearly, G0 is a subgraph of NG. With L still representing the Laplacian matrix of G0, let
H D LCA0 describe the connectivity of the whole graph NG. Noticing L1D 0, it follows that

H1D A01, 1D .1 � � � 1/T .

The following lemma can be found in many control textbooks (e.g., [16]).

Lemma 1
Consider system Px D QAx C QBu. If . QA, QB/ is stabilizable and M , QM are positive definite and
symmetric matrices, then there is a unique matrix P D P T > 0, solution to the Riccati equation,

QATP CP QA�P QBM�1 QBTP C QM D 0,

where QA� QBM�1 QBTP is stable.

Remark 2
Because of the duality between stabilizability and detectability, we also have that, for Px D QAx 2
Rn, y D QCx, if . QC , QA/ is detectable and M , QM are symmetric and positive definite, then there is a
unique matrix P D P T > 0 to satisfy the Riccati equation: P QAT C QAP �P QC TM�1 QCP C QM D 0,
where QAT � QC TM�1 QCP is stable.

The following result is related to the well-known Sylvester equation (referring to Appendix A in
[14])

Lemma 3
Consider Sylvester equation XY1 � Y2X D Y0, where Y1 2 Rm1�m1 , Y2 2 Rm2�m2 and
Y0 2 R

m2�m1 are given constant matrices. If Y1 and Y2 have no common eigenvalues, then there is
a unique solution X 2Rm2�m1 to make the Sylvester equation hold.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider two types of subsystems in the multi-agent network:

(i) The exogenous system (or simply, exosystem) is described by

Pw D � w, w 2Rl I y0 D Fw 2R
q (1)

where y0 is the output and w is the exogenous state. (1) can be viewed as information given
by leaders to guide the whole agent group and/or exogenous disturbance of the multi-agent
network.

(ii) The dynamics of identical agents are expressed as follows:

Pxi D Axi CBui CDiw, ui 2R
m, xi 2R

n, i D 1, : : : ,N , (2)
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where xi ,ui are the states and controls with Di as an input channel matrix for agent
i .i D 1, : : : ,N/. The driving/guiding force or disturbance w can influence the agent dynamics
although the information of w may not be available.

Define a regulated output for agent i , which may be unmeasurable,

ei D Cxi � y0 2R
q , q 6 n, i D 1, : : : ,N . (3)

As usual, we can assume C 2Rq�n is of full row rank (i.e., rank.C /D q) in the sequel.
In our problem, the information of y0 (and therefore, w) is not available to agent i unless there is

an edge between this agent and the exosystem. Therefore, y0 or ei may not be used in the design of
agent i . To achieve the collective behavior, we take the external state measurements relative to its
neighbors as follows:

´i D
X
j2Ni

aij .xi � xj /C ai0.xi �C
CFw/, i D 1, : : : ,N (4)

whereCC is a generalized inverse ofC that satisfiesCCCCD C ([30]), withCCCD Iq becauseC
is of full row rank. Clearly, CC may not be unique. Once xi �CCFw D 0, Cxi D Fw. Obviously,

C´i D
X
j2Ni

aijC.xi � xj /C ai0ei , i D 1, : : : ,N . (5)

The output regulation control law ui for agent i basically uses the information of ´i and its own
information xi . In other words, the only available information in the distributed control for agent i ,
is xi , xj (if j 2Ni ) or y0 (if i 2N0). Two kinds of control laws will be considered: the static state
feedback in the form of

ui DK´´i CKxxi , i D 1, : : : ,N (6)

or the dynamic state feedback in the form of8<
:
ui DK´´i CKxxi CKvvi

Pvi DE´´i CExxi CEvvi

vi 2R
s , i D 1, : : : ,N . (7)

Denote

x D

0
B@
x1
...
xN

1
CA , v D

0
B@
v1
...
vN

1
CA , uD

0
B@
u1
...
uN

1
CA , e D

0
B@
e1
...
eN

1
CA , DD

0
B@
D1
...
DN

1
CA .

Then the multi-agent systems (1)–(2) become 
Px

Pw

!
D

�
IN ˝A 0

0 �

� 
x

w

!
C

�
IN ˝B
0

�
uC

 
D
0

!
w (8)

where˝ denotes the Kronecker product [31].
As a result, the closed-loop system can be rewritten as8<

:
P� D Ac� CBcw
Pw D �w

e D .IN ˝C/x � .1˝F /w, 1D .1 � � � 1/T 2RN
(9)

with

� in static state feedback case: � D x,

Ac D IN ˝ .ACBKx/C .IN ˝ .BK´//.H ˝ In/D IN ˝ .ACBKx/CH ˝BK´/,
(10)
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andBc D D�.IN˝.BK´CCF //..A01/˝Il /D D�.H1/˝.BK´CCF / becauseH1D A01;
� in dynamic state feedback case:

Ac D

�
IN ˝ .ACBKx/CH ˝ .BK´/ IN ˝ .BKv/

IN ˝Ex CH ˝E´ IN ˝Ev

�
, (11)

Bc D

 
D� .H1/˝ .BK´CCF /

� .H1/˝ .E´CCF /

!
, � D

 
x

v

!

Definition 4
A DOR problem is achieved for system (8) under control laws (6) or (7), respectively, if

(i) system (9) is asymptotically stable (that is, Ac is stable) when w � 0;
(ii) limt!C1 ei .t/D 0 .iD1, : : : ,N/ for any initial condition .x1.0/, : : : , xN .0// and .w1.0/, : : : ,

wl.0// (and any .v1.0/, : : : , vN .0// in the dynamic feedback case).

The DOR design is based only on the local information of each agent by collecting the exosys-
tem information in a distributed way. In fact, several previously known multi-agent problems can be
viewed as special outcomes of the proposed DOR framework. For example, without exosystem (i.e.,
w � 0), DOR of (9) becomes a distributed stabilization problem; if � D 0, D1 D : : : D DN D 0,
and C is of rank n, then DOR becomes a (static) leader-following consensus problem with
limt!1 xi .t/ D C�1Fw, i D 1, : : : ,N ; if D1 D : : : D DN D 0, DOR becomes an active-
leader following problem, where the followers update the information of the exosystem (i.e., the
leader) with the help of their neighbors.

To solve DOR, we give basic assumptions. At first, we give an assumption about the connectivity
of the multi-agent networks.

Assumption 1
Node 0 (i.e., the exosystem) is globally reachable in NG.

In output regulation problems, the following two assumptions are standard. Assumption 2 is given
for convenience because the modes corresponding to those eigenvalues with negative real parts will
decay to zero.

Assumption 2
The real parts of the eigenvalues of � are nonnegative.

Assumption 3
.A,B/ is stabilizable.

Here is a basic result on output regulation [14, 17].

Lemma 5
Under Assumption 2, the DOR of system (8) can be solved under controllers (6) and (7), respec-
tively, if and only if Ac in system (9) is stable, and there is a unique regulation matrix Xc
satisfying ²

Xc� D AcXc CBc
CcXc D 1˝F ,

(12)

with Ac ,Bc defined in (9) and Cc D IN ˝ C in the static-feedback case, or Cc D .IN ˝ C 0/ in
the dynamic-feedback case.
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4. DISTRIBUTED DYNAMIC FEEDBACK AND INTERNAL MODEL

In this section, we focus on the design of dynamic feedback control. In fact, the dynamic feedback is
more powerful than that of the static feedback [9,11,25], especially for any given D and F , because
the auxiliary variable vi 2 Rs in dynamical feedback (7) provides more adjustable parameters to
guarantee both (12) and stability of Ac .

A systematic design procedure for DOR using dynamic feedback is given with the help of internal
model. At first, we give the concept of the internal model ([14, 19, 32]).

Definition 6
A pair of matrices .W1,W2/ is said to incorporate a q-copy internal model of matrix � if the pair
admits the following form:

W1 D Tw

�
T1 T2
0 G1

�
T �1w , W2 D Tw

�
T3
G2

�
(13)

with constant matrices Ti .i D 1, 2, 3/ and a nonsingular matrix Tw , and

G1 D block diag.S1, � � � ,Sq/, G2 D block diag.J1, � � � ,Jq/ (14)

where Si is a constant square matrix, and Ji is a constant column vector, such that .Si ,Ji /
is controllable, and the minimal polynomial of � divides the characteristic polynomial of Si
.i D 1, : : : , q/.

Take a dynamic compensator as Pvi D W1vi CW2C´i , i D 1, : : : ,N , which is called a q-copy
internal model of system (9). In the sequel, we always take W1 D G1 and W2 D G2 defined in (14)
for simplicity. Then the distributed internal-model-based feedbacks are constructed as:²

ui DK´´i CKvvi
Pvi DG2C´i CG1vi

i D 1, : : : ,N , (15)

where K´, Kv will be designed later.
The following lemma is about the matrix H D LCA0 [11, 33].

Lemma 7
All the eigenvalues of matrixH have positive real parts if and only if Assumption 1 holds. Moreover,
for undirected graph G0, H is positive definite if and only if Assumption 1 holds.

Therefore, we denote the eigenvalues of H , all with positive real parts, as N�i , i D 1, : : : ,N .
Then, we give a result based on a rank condition (referring to [19]).

Lemma 8
For any matrices D and F , the equations²

X� D AX CBU CD
CX D F

(16)

are solvable in terms of .X ,U/ if and only if

rank

�
A� �I B

C 0

�
D nC q, � 2ƒ.�/, (17)

where ƒ.�/ denotes the spectrum of � .

The condition (17) has been widely used in the study of the output regulation of linear control sys-
tems [14,19]. Note that the necessary and sufficient condition in Lemma 8 is given for any matrices
D and F . In fact, for some special matrices D and F , (16) may hold without requiring (17).
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The next lemma is also known (referring to [19]).

Lemma 9
Under Assumption 2, assume .G1,G2/ incorporates a q-copy internal model of � . Let

A� D

�
OA OB

G2 OC G1

�
(18)

be stable for some matrices OA, OB , and OC . Then, for any OD, OF , the following equations:²
X� D OAX C OBZC OD

Z� DG1ZCG2. OCX � OF /
(19)

have a unique solution .X ,Z/ with OCX D OF .

Now, we are ready to give necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of DOR.

Theorem 10
Under Assumptions 1–3, the following statements are equivalent:

(i) The DOR of system (2) can be solved by dynamic feedback (15) for any D and F ;
(ii)

Ai D

�
AC N�iBK´ BKv
N�iG2C G1

�
, i D 1, : : : ,N (20)

are stable;
(iii) The condition (17) holds.

Proof. (i)!(ii): According to Lemma 5, solvability of the regulation problem implies the stability
of Ac in the (12), which is in the following form:

Ac D

�
IN ˝ACH ˝ .BK´/ IN ˝ .BKv/

H ˝ .G2C/ IN ˝G1

�
(21)

whereas Bc in (12) is

Bc D

�
D� .H1/˝ .BK´CCF /
�.H1/˝ .G2F /

�
. (22)

Let T be a transformation matrix such that

S D THT �1 D block diag.„1, : : : ,„k/, „i D

0
BBB@
N�i 1
N�i 1

. . .
N�i

1
CCCA 2Rni�ni , (23)

where
Pk
jD1 nj DN and N�i , i D 1, : : : , k 6N are eigenvalues of H , which are nonzero.

Clearly, T ˝In transformsH˝In into S˝In. Set Qx D .T ˝In/x, Qv D .T ˝Is/v. Then Ac , Bc
in (21) and (22) can be rewritten (under the coordinates related to Qx, Qv) as follows:

QAc D

�
IN ˝AC S ˝ .BK´/ IN ˝ .BKv/

S ˝ .G2C/ IN ˝G1

�

QBc D

�
T ˝ In

T ˝ Is

�
Bc D

�
.T ˝ In/D� .ST 1/˝ .BK´CCF /
�.ST 1/˝ .G2F /

�
(24)
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Obviously, Ac is stable if and only if QAc is stable. Moreover, because the elements of the trans-
formed system matrix QAc are either block diagonal or block upper-triangular, QAc or Ac is stable if
and only if Ai , i D 1, : : : ,N defined in (20) are stable.

(ii)! (i): From the first equation of (12), we have

Xc� D

�
T �1˝ In

T �1˝ Is

�
QAc

�
T ˝ In

T ˝ Is

�
Xc CBc

or equivalently,

X 0c� D
QAcX

0
c C
QBc , X 0c D

�
T ˝ In

T ˝ Is

�
Xc

with QAc , QBc defined in (24) and S defined in (23).
On the other hand, the second equation of (12), CcXc D 1˝F with Cc D .IN ˝C 0/, implies

.IN ˝C 0/X 0c D .T 1˝F / because

.IN ˝C/.T
�1˝ In/D .T

�1˝ In/.IN ˝C/.

Rewrite T D .tij /N�N D .T T1 � � � T
T
k
/T with Ti 2 Rni�N . From the preceding discussion, we

find that (12) has a unique solution if and only if the following equation:

8̂̂̂
ˆ̂<
ˆ̂̂̂̂
:

�
X 0ci
Z0ci

�
� D

�
Ini ˝AC�i ˝ .BK´/ Ini ˝ .BKv/

„i ˝ .G2C/ Ini ˝G1

��
X 0ci
Z0ci

�
CBci

.Ini ˝C/X
0
ci D

0
B@
PN
jD1 tn1C...Cni�1C1 jF

...PN
jD1 tn1C...Cni jF

1
CA X 0c D

0
BBBBBBBB@

X
0

c1
...
X
0

ck

Z
0

c1
...

Z
0

ck

1
CCCCCCCCA

(25)

has a (unique) solution for i D 1, : : : , k with

Bci D .Ti ˝ InCs/Bc D

�
.Ti ˝ In/D� .TiH1/˝ .BK´CCF /

�.TiH1/˝ .G2F /

�

where Ti 2Rni�N . Note that S ˝ .BK´/D block diag.„1˝ .BK´/, : : : ,„k ˝ .BK´// and

„i ˝ .BK´/D

0
BBB@
N�iBK´ BK´

N�iBK´ BK´
. . .

N�iBK´

1
CCCA

To show that the (12), or equivalently (25), has a (unique) solution, it is enough to verify the
existence of solutions to the equations selected from (25), corresponding to a Jordan block of S , say
„1 2Rn1�n1 , without loss of generality. Then denote the corresponding X 0c1 and Z0c1 as follows:

X 0c1 D

0
B@
X1n1

...
X11

1
CA , Z0c1 D

0
B@
Z1n1

...
Z11

1
CA .

Take the equations of .X11,Z11/ from (25), which can be rewritten as8̂<
:̂
X11� D .AC N�1BK´/X11CBKvZ11 � N�1

PN
jD1 tn1jBK´C

CF C
PN
jD1 tn1jDj

Z11� DG1Z11C N�1G2.CX11 �
PN
jD1 tn1jF /

CX11 �
PN
jD1 tn1jF D 0

(26)
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Based on Lemma 9 with

OAD AC N�1BK´, OB D BKv , OC D N�1C ,

OD D�N�1

NX
jD1

tn1jBK´C
CF C

NX
jD1

tn1jDj , OF D N�1

NX
jD1

tn1jF ,

the stability of A1 defined in (20) implies that (26) has a unique solution .X11,Z11/.
Recalling the equations of .X12,Z12/ in (25) with CX11 D

PN
jD1 tn1jF , we have

8̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:
X12� D .AC N�1BK´/X12CBKvZ12CBK´X11 �

PN
jD1.
N�1tn1�1 j C tn1j /BK´C

CF

C
PN
jD1 tn1�1 jDj

Z12� DG1Z12C N�1G2.CX12 �
PN
jD1 tn1�1 jF /

CX12 �
PN
jD1 tn1�1 jF D 0

(27)

Similar to the analysis of (26), (27) has a unique solution .X12,Z12/ by Lemma 9 with

OAD AC N�1BK´, OB D BKv , OC D N�1C

OD D BK´X11 �

NX
jD1

. N�1tn1�1 j C tn1j /BK´C
CF C

NX
jD1

tn1�1 jDj , OF D N�1

NX
jD1

tn1�1 jF ,

where X11 obtained in (26).
Repeating the preceding procedure, we can obtain unique solutions .X1%,Z1%/ for %D 1, : : : ,n1

to the recursive equations

8̂̂̂
<
ˆ̂̂:
X1%� D .AC N�1BK´/X1%CBKvZ1%CBK´X1%�1

C
PN
jD1 tn1�%C1 jDj �

PN
jD1.
N�1tn1�%C1 j C tn1�%C2 j /BK´C

CF

Z1%� DG1Z1%C N�1G2.CX1% �
PN
jD1 tn1�%C1 jF /

CX1% �
PN
jD1 tn1�%C1 jF D 0

(28)

Therefore, the existence of the unique solution to (25) can be guaranteed invoking Lemma 9 and
the stability of Ai defined in (20). Thus, the (12) has a unique solution.

Moreover, because Ac is stable, the output regulation can be achieved by Lemma 5.
(ii)! (iii): Obviously, there is k0 such that

PN
jD1 tk0 j ¤ 0. Without loss of generality, we assume

k0 6 n1. Recalling (28) yields

8̂<
:̂
X1n1�k0C1� D .AC

N�1BK´/X1n1�k0C1CBKvZ1n1�k0C1CBK´X1n1�k0
C
PN
jD1 tk0jDj �

PN
jD1.
N�1tk0j C tk0C1 j /BK´C

CF

CX1n1�k0C1 �
PN
jD1 tk0 jF D 0

Take U1n1�k0C1 D
N�1K´X1n1�k0C1CKvZ1n1�k0C1 and

D1n1�k0C1 D

NX
jD1

tk0jDj CBK´X1n1�k0 �

NX
jD1

. N�1tk0j C tk0C1 j /BK´C
CF .
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After manipulations, we also have´
X1n1�k0C1� D AX1n1�k0C1CBU1n1�k0C1CD1n1�k0C1

CX1n1�k0C1 D
PN
jD1 tk0jF

Then, from Lemma 8, (17) is satisfied for anyD1n1�k0C1 and
PN
jD1 tk0jF (where

PN
jD1 tk0 j ¤

0 and Dj .j D 1, : : : ,N/ and F are arbitrarily selected).
(iii)! (ii): With (17), Assumptions 2–3, and .G1,G2/ incorporating a q-copy internal model of

� , it is not hard to see that (referring to [19]), the pair . QA, QB/ is stabilizable, where

QAD

�
A 0

G2C G1

�
, QB D

�
B

0

�
.

According to Lemma 1, QA � QB QBTP is stable, where P is the unique solution of the following
Riccati equation QATP C P QA � P QB QBTP C I D 0. Moreover, the eigenvalues, N�i , i D 1, : : : ,N
of H , have the positive real parts because the leader is the globally reachable node. Let QK D
�max¹1, 1

miniD1,:::,N Re.
N�i /
º QBTP , and then QAC N�i QB QK, i D 1, : : : ,N are stable (all its eigenval-

ues are in the open left half plane), because, for any � > 1 and ! 2 R, all the eigenvalues of
QA� .� C 	!/ QB QBTP .	2 D�1/ are in the open left half plane from Lemma 1 of [34].

Rewriting QK as .K´ Kv/ yields

QAC N�i QB QK D

�
AC N�iBK´ N�iBKv
G2C G1

�
, i D 1, : : : ,N

which are stable.
Because 

I 0

0 1
N�i
I

!�
AC N�iBK´ BKv
N�iG2C G1

��
I 0

0 N�iI

�
D

�
AC N�iBK´ N�iBKv
G2C G1

�
,

the stability of

QAi D

�
AC N�iBK´ N�iBKv
G2C G1

�
, i D 1, : : : ,N (29)

implies the stability of Ai of form (20); namely with .K´ Kv/ given earlier, Ai (for i D 1, : : : ,N )
are simultaneously stable.

Remark 11
In fact, the proof (iii) ! (ii) for Theorem 10 is constructive. In the following example, the proof
idea is used to determine QK for distributed control design:

Example 1
Consider a group of agents taking the benchmark double-integrator form, subject to an additive dis-
turbance input d.t/, which can be viewed as a simplified model of point robot widely studied in
[2, 4, 7]: ²

Pyi .t/D si .t/
Psi .t/D ui .t/C d.t/

yi , vi 2R, i D 1, : : : ,N (30)

where ui .t/ is the local control and the exogenous disturbance signal d.t/ D c C a sin.t C 
/
with uncertain parameters a, 
 , and c. The control aim of this multi-agent system is to make
limt!1.yi � y0/ D 0 with y0 D a sin.t C 
/ for i D 1, : : : ,N . If we take w1 D d , w2 D Pd ,
and w3 D c, the exosystem can be expressed as8<

:
Pw1 D w2
Pw2 D�w1Cw3
Pw3 D 0

y0 D Fw, F D

0
@ 1

0

�1

1
A
T

. (31)
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In this way, the multi-agent tracking problem becomes a DOR problem with the corresponding
matrices

AD

�
0 1

0 0

�
, B D

�
0

1

�
, � D

0
@ 0 1 0

�1 0 1

0 0 0

1
A , C D .1 0/, D D

�
0 0 0

1 0 0

�
.

Then the one-copy internal model for � is

G1 D

0
@ 0 1 0

0 0 1

0 �1 0

1
A , G2 D

0
@ 0

0

1

1
A

and the control law with ´i defined in (4) is thus obtained as:²
ui D .k1 k2/´i C .kv1 kv2 kv3/vi ,
Pvi DG1vi CG2C´i , vi 2R3

i D 1, : : : ,N .

With MATLAB, we can calculate the solution of the Riccati equation

QATP CP QA�P QB QBTP C I D 0, QAD

�
A 0

G2C G1

�
, QB D

�
B

0

�
,

and obtain

P D

0
BBB@
10.6869 4.2948 3.0967 �0.3431 8.7226
4.2948 3.0967 1.0000 �0.6316 2.6128
3.0967 1.0000 3.6632 2.6128 4.2948
�0.3431 �0.6316 2.6128 5.6194 2.9133
8.7226 2.6128 4.2948 2.9133 11.5645

1
CCCA .

Take NK D�.4.2948 3.0967 1 � 0.6316 2.6128/, and it is easy to see that QAC QB NK is stable.
In simulation, we consider a multi-agent system with five agents and d.t/D 1C2

p
3 sin.tC�=3/.

Its topology is described by a graph with adjacency weights as follows: a32 D 1, a41 D 1, a43 D
1, a54 D 1, and other weights are set to zero. Moreover, a10 D a20 D 1 and ai0 D 0 .i > 2/. Then

H D

0
BBB@
1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 �1 1 0 0

�1 0 �1 2 0

0 0 0 �1 1

1
CCCA

whose eigenvalues are 1, 2, 1, 1, 1. Therefore,

QK D .k1 k2 kv1 kv2 kv3/Dmax¹1,
1

miniD1,:::,N Re. N�i /
º NK D�.4.2948 3.0967 1 �0.6316 2.6128/

which makes Ai D QAC N�i QB QK .i D 1, : : : , 5/ stable. With Theorem 10, the DOR can be solved.
Figure 1 shows the regulated errors of the five agents when the initial conditions are ran-

domly selected as follows: y1.0/ D 1.1, y2.0/ D 4, y3.0/ D 3, y4.0/ D 2, y5.0/ D 1.5,
Py1.0/D 4, Py2.0/D 3, Py3.0/D 5, Py4.0/D 1.3, Py5.0/D 1.

5. SWITCHING INTERACTION TOPOLOGY

In this section, the multi-agent output regulation problem is considered for the case of switching
interconnection topologies, that is, when the multi-agent interactions change over time in many
situations. Here, the topologies between agents are described by undirected graphs (that is, graph
G0 associated with N agents is undirected), although the connection between some agents and the
exosystem is always directed.
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Figure 1. The regulated errors of the five agents.

Denote S D ¹ NG1, NG2, � � � , NG�º as a set of all the possible graphs (involving the agents and the
exosystem) satisfying Assumption 1. Take P D ¹1, 2, � � � ,�º as its index set.

To describe the variable interconnection topology, we define a switching signal  W Œ0,1/! P ,
which is piecewise-constant and satisfies the property: there is an infinite sequence of bounded,
non-overlapping, contiguous time-intervals Œti , tiC1/, i D 0, 1, � � � , starting at t0 D 0, and .t/ is
constant in any given time interval defined earlier (namely  D p for some p 2 P in Œti , tiC1/
for a given i). As usual, to avoid infinite switching in finite time intervals, we give the following
dwell-time assumption:

Assumption 4
There is a constant �0 > 0, called dwell time, such that tiC1 � ti > �0 for i D 0, 1, 2, � � � .

Then the graph of the whole system is time-varying, denoted as NG�.t/ W Œ0,1/ ! S . Conse-

quently, the neighbor sets N �.t/
j .j D 1, : : : ,N/ and N �.t/

0 , along with the connection weights
aij .i , j D 1, : : : ,N/ and ai0 .i D 1, : : : ,N/ are time-varying. In other words, Laplacian L�.t/
associated with the switching interconnection graph G0,�.t/ and A0,�.t/ associated with the con-
nections between agents and the leader are time-varying (switched at ti , i D 0, 1, � � � ). Obviously,
H�.t/ D L�.t/ CA0,�.t/ is also time-varying. To study the DOR in the switching case, we assume
that the time-varying topology always satisfies Assumption 1, that is,

Assumption 5
Node 0 is always globally reachable in NG�.t/.

However, NGp .p 2 P/ is a constant graph during the time interval Œti , tiC1/, and then L�.t/ D
Lp , H�.t/ D Hp are constant matrices when t 2 Œti , tiC1/. According to Lemma 7 and Assump-
tion 5, all eigenvalues of the matricesHp .p 2 P/ are positive, and then we denote N� as the minimal
eigenvalue of these matrices Hp .p 2 P/.

Because the set P is finite, N� > 0.
In the switching case, the corresponding matrices given in Section 3 will become A�c , B�c , X�c ,

and so on, and the switched closed-loop system can be rewritten as:8<
:
P� D A�c � CB

�
c w

Pw D �w
e D .IN ˝C/x � .1˝F /w

(32)

with A�c D IN ˝ .ACBKx/CH� ˝ .BK´/, B
�
c D D� .H�1/˝ .BK´CCF /, � D x in the static

state feedback case, or

A�c D

�
IN ˝ .ACBKx/CH� ˝ .BK´/ IN ˝ .BKv/

IN ˝Ex CH� ˝E´ IN ˝Ev

�
,
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B�c D

�
D� .H�1/˝ .BK´CCF /
�.H�1/˝ .E´CCF /

�
, � D

�
x

v

�
.

in the dynamic state feedback case.
Clearly, the multi-agent coordination problem becomes much harder to be solved when the con-

sidered multi-agent system keeps switching. Note that the control of switching systems is different
from simultaneous control of a group of systems. Even if we can find a control law to stabilize the
group of systems simultaneously, we may fail to stabilize the system switching between the group
of subsystems because it is well known that the switched system may be unstable even if all the
subsystems are stable.

It is hard to give easily checkable necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of
switching systems. Various approaches and sufficient conditions for different switching situations
are proposed in the past literature. Among the approaches to handle conventional switching control,
common Lyapunov functions (CLF) are widely used to give sufficient conditions. The next result
provides a sufficient condition for the following control design.

Theorem 12
Suppose

(i) For system (32), there is a common regulation matrix (CRM) Xc (as the solution of (12) with
Ac and Bc replaced by A�.t/c and B�.t/c , respectively), independent of .t/;

(ii) There is a CLF V.�/ for the system

P�D A�c �, �D � �Xcw (33)

with PV j.33/ negative definite.

Then the DOR can be solved for system (32).

Proof
Because Xc satisfies (12) with Ac and Bc replaced by A�.t/c and B�.t/c , respectively, we can trans-
form the output regulation problem to the stability of system (33) after manipulations (referring to
Lemma 5). If there is a CLF V.�/ with PV j.33/ negative definite, limt!1 �.t/D 0. Thus,

lim
t!1

e.t/D lim
t!1

ŒCc�.t/CCcXcw.t/� .1˝F /w.t/�D lim
t!1

Cc�.t/D 0

which implies the conclusion. �

Theorem 12 does not provide information about how to construct the distributed control with
switching interaction topologies, but it shows that finding CRM and CLF provides a way to solve
this multi-agent problem as in the conventional switching control design.

Many practical difficulties to construct CRM Xc and CLF V in explicit forms remain in the
switching cases. For instance, the internal-model-based design given in the preceding section yields
the simultaneous stability of Ai , but the matrix Xc may depend on switching. Even worse, we can-
not easily find a CLF for all the Ai ’s (the proof of Theorem 10 did not guarantee the existence of
CLF).

First of all, we check when there is a CRMXc . Fortunately, we have the following result in simple
cases:

Lemma 13
If there exists a solution Xc of (12), then Xc is independent of any switching signal .t/ in the
following cases:

(i) C is of rank n;
(ii) C´i is used to replace ´i in the feedback controllers (6) and (7).
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Proof
Case 1: In this case, CC D C�1. Then, for static feedback (10), (12) becomes

´
Xc� D ŒIN ˝ .ACBKx/CH� ˝ .BK´/�Xc CD� .H�1/˝ .BK´C�1F /

CcXc D .IN ˝C/Xc D 1˝F ,

which implies

Xc� D ŒIN ˝ .ACBKx/�Xc CD, CcXc D 1˝F (34)

because

.H� ˝BK´/Xc D .H� ˝BK´/Œ.IN ˝C
�1/.1˝F /�D .H� ˝BK´/.1˝C�1F /

D .H�1/˝ .BK´C�1F /.

Obviously, (34) is independent of H�.t/ (and therefore, any switching .t/).
Moreover, for the dynamic feedback (11), after similar manipulations, we have

Xc� D

�
IN ˝ .ACBKx/ IN ˝ .BKv/

IN ˝Ex IN ˝Ev

�
Xc C

�
D
0

�
, CcXc D 1˝F (35)

Thus, Xc is also independent of any switching .t/.
Case 2: In this case, A�c D IN ˝ .ACBKx/CH� ˝ .BK´C/ and B�c D D� .H�1/˝ .BK´F /

for the static feedback control design, whereas

A�c D

�
IN ˝ .ACBKx/CH� ˝ .BK´C/ IN ˝ .BKv/

IN ˝Ex CH� ˝ .E´C/ IN ˝Ev

�
,

B�c D

�
D� .H�1/˝ .BK´F /
�.H�1/˝ .E´F /

�

for the dynamic feedback control design. Because

ŒH� ˝ .BK´C/�Xc D ŒH� ˝ .BK´/�.1˝F /D .H�1/˝ .BK´F /

we obtain (34) for static feedback, and similarly, obtain (35) for dynamic feedback. Therefore, Xc
is independent of any switching.

Then, in what follows, we discuss the construction of CLF for multi-agent regulation control in
two important cases with assuming D1 D : : :DDN DD (namely DD 1˝D). �

5.1. Design with static feedback

In this subsection, we investigate distributed design for the switched system by the static state
feedback with C of rank n.

Theorem 14
Under Assumptions 2–5, if C is of rank n and there is a matrix Kx such that C�1F� D
.ACBKx/C

�1F CD, then the DOR problem is solved by static state feedback.

Proof
By Lemma 13, there is a common regulation matrix Xc D 1˝ .C�1F / for (12) with any switching
because C is of rank n. Define �D x �Xcw, and then the closed-loop system becomes

P�D ŒIN ˝ .ACBKx/CH� ˝ .BK´/��.

As we mentioned, in the time interval Œti , tiC1/ for any given i D 0, 1, ..., there is no switch-
ing, and therefore, the interconnection graph associated with the matrix Hp is unchanged with
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some p 2 P . Let us focus on the time-invariant system during Œti , tiC1/. By Assumption 5 and
Lemma 7, the constant matrix Hp is positive definite. Let Up be an orthogonal transformation such
that Sp D UpHpU

�1
p D diag.�ip , : : : ,�np/ is a diagonal matrix. Clearly, Up ˝ In transforms

Hp ˝ In into Sp ˝ In. Set

Q�D .Up ˝ In/�, t 2 Œti , tiC1/.

Then

PQ�D ŒIN ˝ .ACBKx/C S� ˝ .BK´/� Q�, Q�D

0
B@
Q�1
...
Q�N

1
CA (36)

or equivalently

PQ�i D ŒACB.Kx C �ipK´/� Q�i , i D 1, : : : ,N

where �ip is the i-th eigenvalue of Hp .
Because .A,B/, or equivalently . QA,B/with QAD ACBKx , is stabilizable, according to Lemma 1,

we obtain that QA�BBTP is stable, where P is the unique solution of the following Riccati equation
QATP C P QA � PBBTP C In D 0. Take K´ D �max¹1, 1= N�ºBTP , and then it is not hard to see

that ACB.Kx C �ipK´/ is stable under the state feedback ui DKxxi CK´´i
Because of U Tp D U

�1
p ,

V D �T .IN ˝P /�D Q�
T .IN ˝P / Q�D

NX
iD1

Q�Ti P Q�i .

In this way, the form of V keeps unchanged with the transformation Up for any index p, and then
V is verified as a common Lyapunov function.

Consider the derivative of V along the closed-loop system (36):

PV j.36/ 6 �
NX
iD1

Q�Ti .I CPBB
TP / Q�i 6 �O�V= Q�, t 2 Œti , tiC1/, (37)

where O� denotes the minimal eigenvalue of I CPBBTP and Q� denotes the maximal eigenvalue of
positive definite matrix P . Recalling Assumption 4 and (37) gives

PV 6 �O�V= Q�, t > 0,

which implies system that (36) is asymptotically stable. Then limt!1 Q�.t/ D 0, or equivalently,
limt!1 �.t/D 0. From Theorem 12, the conclusion follows.

As mentioned in Section 3, static feedback design requires relatively strong conditions. However,
it still works well in some simple cases. For example, consider a multi-agent system with a static
leader (that is, � D 0) and the agent dynamics of form Pxi D ui , i D 1, : : : ,N . Obviously, in this
case, A D 0, B D C D In, D D 0, and then C�1F� D .AC BKx/C

�1F CD can be easily
satisfied by taking Kx D 0. Therefore, we have �

Corollary 15
Under Assumptions 4 and 5, if the agents are in the form of Pxi D ui , i D 1, : : : ,N , then the DOR
problem with respect to a static leader can be solved by static feedback ui DK´´i .

5.2. Design with dynamic feedback

In this subsection, we make our effort to solve the switching output regulation of multi-agent
systems via dynamic feedback, which is more powerful than static feedback.

We focus on the following class of multi-agent systems:
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� The exosystem expressed in the following form:²
Py0 D �11y0C �12w0
Pw0 D �21y0C �22w0

w D

�
y0
w0

�
2Rl (38)

where y0 is the output of system (38) and F D .Iq 0/;
� The agent dynamics written in the following form:

Pyi D Nui CD11y0CD12w0
POyi D �1yi C �2 Oyi CD21y0CD22w0

xi D

�
yi
Oyi

�
(39)

where �2 is stable, and the output of agent i is yi D Cxi with C D F D .Iq 0/.

Then the output regulation objective becomes yi � y0! 0, i D 1, : : : ,N as t !1.

Remark 16
Some systems in the form Pxi D Axi C Bui , yi D Cxi , including those minimum-phase systems
with (vector) relative degree ¹1, : : : , 1º may be expressed in the form of (39) after certain state
feedback and coordinate transformations. In fact, the preceding assumption on the exosystem is
equivalent to requiring that F is a full row-rank matrix.

Obviously, the condition (17) holds for system (39), but the internal-model-based design fails in
the cases with switching topologies. Here we propose another distributed law:²

Nui D �11yi C �12vi CK´C´i �D11yi �D12vi ,
Pvi D �21yi C �22vi CE´C´i

(40)

with C´i D
P
j2N�

i
aij .t/.yi � yj /C ai0.t/.yi � y0/ defined in (5). Then the closed-loop system

becomes

P�i D

0
@ �11 �D11 �12 �D12 0

�21 �22 0

�1 0 �2

1
A �i �

0
@ K´
E´
0

1
AC´i C

0
@ D11 D12
0 0

D21 D22

1
Aw, � D

0
@ yi
vi
Oyi

1
A

(41)
For convenience, we denote

NLD

�
K´
E´

�
, N� D

�
�11 �D11 �12 �D12

�21 �22

�
(42)

Then (41) can be rewritten as or equivalently,

P� D

�
IN ˝ N� �H� ˝ . NLF / 0

IN ˝ .�1 0/ IN ˝ �2

�
� C

0
@ .H�1/˝ . NLF /C 1˝

�
D11 D12
0 0

�
1˝ .D21 D22/

1
Aw.

(43)
Then we get the following result:

Theorem 17
Under Assumptions 2 and 5, if .F , N�/ is detectable, then the DOR of the system expressed in the
form of (38) and (39) is solvable under dynamic feedback (40).

Proof
According to Lemma 3, there is a solution OX to the following matrix equation:

OX

�
�11 �12
�21 �22

�
D .�1 0/C �2 OX C .D21 D22/
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Thanks to Lemma 13 with C´i given in control law (40), it is easy to prove the existence of Xc ,
independent of the switchings, that is,

Xc D

�
1˝ Il
1˝ OX

�
, Xc

�
�11 �12
�21 �22

�
D

�
IN ˝ N� 0

IN ˝ .�1 0/ IN ˝ �2

�
Xc C

0
@1˝

�
D11 D12
0 0

�
1˝ .D21 D22/

1
A .

(44)
Next, we consider the construction of a CLF. Take �D � �Xcw, and by (43) and (44), we have

P�D

�
IN ˝ N� �H� ˝ . NLF / 0

IN ˝ .�1 0/ IN ˝ �2

�
�. (45)

Because .F , N�/ is detectable, by Remark 2, N�T�F TFP is stable, where P is the positive definite
solution of the following Riccati equation

N�P CP N�T �PF TFP C Il D 0. (46)

Set NLT D�max¹1, 1N�ºFP . Then all real parts of the eigenvalues of N� C �ip NLF , i D 1, : : : ,N ,
p 2 P are negative, where �ip denotes the i-th eigenvalues of matrix Hp for i D 1, : : : ,N .

After manipulation of (46), we have

P�1. N� � �ip NLF /C . N� � �ip NLF /
TP�1 6 �P�2, i D 1, : : : ,N , p 2 P (47)

Take a common Lyapunov function candidate for system (45):

V.�/D �T .IN ˝ OP /�, OP D

�
P�1 0

0 QP=�

�
(48)

where QP�2C �T2 QP D�In�q and � > 0 will be determined.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 14, there are a matrix Hp , p 2 P unchanged during Œti , tiC1/,

and an orthogonal matrix Up to make Sp D UpHpU�1p diagonal. Again, similarly, with Q� D
.Up ˝ IlCn�q/�, the system can be rewritten as:

PQ�D

�
IN ˝ N� � Sp ˝ . NLF / 0

IN ˝ .�1 0/ IN ˝ �2

�
Q�, t 2 Œti , tiC1/ (49)

or

PQ�i D

�
N� � N�ip NLF 0

.�1 0/ �2

�
Q�i , i D 1, : : : ,N , Q�D

0
B@
Q�1
...
Q�N

1
CA

where �ip is the i-th eigenvalue of Hp .
After some manipulations, we have PV j.49/ 6 �

PN
iD1 Q�

T
i
OQ Q�i when t 2 Œti , tiC1/, where

OQD

0
@ P�2

�
�T1
QP=�
0

�
. QP�1=� 0/ In�q=�

1
A .

According to Schur complement theorem (Theorem 7.76 in [31]) and (47), OQ is positive definite if
� is selected large enough, because P�2 � QP�1�T1 QP=� is positive definite.

Hence,

PV 6 �OcV , t 2 Œti , tiC1/, (50)

for some positive constant Oc related to OQ and OP . Recalling Assumption 4 and (50) gives PV � �OcV
for any t � 0, which implies limt!1 e.t/D 0 by Theorem 12.
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Theorem 17 shows a way to construct a common Lyapunov function for the multi-agent networks
with all the possible switching interconnection graphs. �

Example 2
Consider an exosystem (viewed as a moving target) in a form of

Pw D �w, � D .�ij /l�l 2R
l�l , y0 D Fw 2R, F D .1 0 : : : 0/, (51)

where y0 is its only measurable output. The target moves in a region with networked sensors
(agents). An agent can get the target variable y0 once the target is in its sensing area, and there
is communication between agents with the topology described by an undirected graph. Iterative
algorithms can be given to estimate y0 by Pxi D ui 2 R for agent i .i D 1, : : : ,N/ . Clearly, from
Theorem 17, the location of the target (51) can be estimated using the distributed protocol:

´
ui D �11xi C

Pl
kD2 �1kv

k�1
i � k1´i

Pv
j�1
i D �j1xi C

Pl
kD2 �jkv

k�1
i � kj´i , j D 2, : : : , l

vi D

0
B@

v1i
...

vl�1i

1
CA 2Rl�1,

for i D 1, : : : ,N with suitably selected NLD .k1, � � � , kl/T , based on Assumptions 2 and 5 as well
as the detectability of .F ,�/. Then based on Theorem 17, the proposed control algorithm for each
sensor can make ei D xi � y0! 0 .i D 1, : : : ,N/ as t !1.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have discussed a DOR problem of multi-agent systems. The solvability of the DOR
problem was studied, and a distributed design approach was proposed for identical agents based on
internal model principle. Moreover, the designs for several cases with switching interconnection
topology were also discussed.

The DOR approach presented in this paper is related to some existing work but enjoys some
significant differences, where output regulation theory was used in networked control systems. For
example, the authors of [23] applied the output regulation along with internal model to address the
decentralized control problem where each agent only employs its own information without the infor-
mation of its neighbors, and each agent is assumed to have an immediate connection to the so-called
exosystem. The (leaderless) synchronization problems were addressed and solved using dynamic
control laws for linear or nonlinear systems based on distributed observers or internal models (see
[9,25]). Moreover, there has been some research on the leader–follower problem where output regu-
lation based on distributed estimation was discussed by regarding the exosystem as an active leader
for simple agent dynamics (e.g., [11, 12]). In addition, heterogeneous agents with a special fixed
interconnection structure were investigated to track the common exogenous signal by virtue of out-
put regulation [21]. With respect to these research contributions, the proposed methodology of this
paper is quite different. In fact, the basic idea of the paper is to formulate a general framework for
a leader–follower consensus problem based on distributed internal model principle. Then, we study
how to construct distributed control laws for switched multi-agent systems in specific cases.

In spite of the existing achievement, many related multi-agent problems remain to be solved.
Examples of such extensions include internal-model method in general switching topology cases,
DOR with communication constraints (such as communication delays and asynchronous net-
works) and heterogeneous agents to track complex exosystems. Solving these problems involves
important yet nontrivial challenges, and our future research is directed at addressing these
challenging problems.
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